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ABSTRACT

The observed ftbrillar-neuronal organization of Lhe cerebral

correx suggests that in the aetiology of certain psychiatric dis-

orders the genomic response of the neuron to the challenge presented

by stress or insults at various stages of development, Is to

set off a programmed chain of molecular events ( or "pathways" ),

as demonstrated In previous genetic studies . The understanding

of these pathways is important In order to enhance our ability to

Influence these Illnesses, and are hypothesized to be initiated

by a nucleolar mechanism for Inducing abnormal synthesis of the

nerve growth factor ( NCF )

The hypothesis is used to approach tentatively the still

open question regarding the pathogenesis of mental retardation

( MR ) and senile dementia ( SD ).
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Molecular genetics is a relevant tool in the study of

psychiatric disorders. This has been demonstrated with the

discovery of a genetic marker for the affective disease known as manic-

depression (Egeland et_ al̂ , 1987).The role of molecular genetics

in the aetiology of neurodcgenerative disorders has also been

another important aim of current research. This Ls best illus-

trated with the significant progress made towards defining genetic

process that may contribute to the development of Alzheimer's

disease (AD): the neurltlc plaques which arc deposited in

the brains of victims of this condition, as well as on the brains

of rrisoralc-21 individuals, contain a core of amyloid protein;

the gene coding for amyloid lies on chromosome 21, the same

chromosome that trisomic-21 patients have in excess. Since

human aneuploidy is linked with MR, and AD is linked with SD,

the experiment ( St. George-Hyslop et_ aj^, 1987) suggests that common

pathogenic mechanisms may underlie certain disorders of the cen-

tral nervous system ( CNS ).

Two groups of diseases may be considered from this

perspective:

(I) Some neurological syndromes are known lo be confined to

several small population enclaves, amongst which the most im -

portant are amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, parkinsonism with

demenlia, AD, and perhaps other ncurofibrillary tangle disorders,

resulting from different Insults to the CNS. These studies

have led to the hypothesis thai a common pathogenic mechanism

for various disorders is the interference with the movement of

neuronal neurofllaments ( i.e., protein complexes ) down the

a x o n ( Gadjusek, 1985 ); Further,
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(11) From what was said above It seems plausible that certain

psychiatric disorders { MR and SD ) may also have common pathogenic

mechanisms. This ls the topic of the present work. We discuss,

tn turn, molecular MR and SD pathways:

1. MB in trisomic and normal karyotype Individuals may be the

result of a response to the challenge presented to the cell by a

specific type of stress, consisting of an oversupply of thyroxine

( T^ ) during embryogenesls. In fact, it was suggested(VogeliMotulsky,

1986 ) that altered thyroid function may be a factor involved in

trlsomy pathogenesis^ some difficulties In confirming various

such reports may be due to a longer time interval between birth of

the affected children and examination of the mother(Nilsson et al, 1975). To

model a possible MR pathway we consider a clinical study of a young

hyperthyrold mother of a Down's syndrome child, in which T was

shown to enhance the propensity of nucleolar fusion in lnterphase.

This suggests that the nucleolus may play a central role in the

aetiology of trisomy in humans (Her* et̂  al_, 1966;Evans, 1967) and

it may also play a role in tic psychiatric disorder associated with

trisomy. Regardless of the specific mechanism of nondisjunction

nucleolar fusion nay be indicative of increased activity of the

nucleolar organizers, a view that is further supported by the re -

mark that the appearance of the nucleoll also coincides with the

beginning of rRNA synthesis in them (Anastassova, 1977). Under higher

hormonal levels,the rDNA clstrons on the acrocentrlc chromosomes

have increased their expression of rRNA fibers, since by binding

to a nuclear receptor T acts at the transcriptional level,

probably Increasing RNA polymerase activity (Jacobson, 1978). This

means that the degree of looseness of DNA in the acrocentrlc
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chromosomes ( euchromatlzation ) has Increased in order to facilitate

the transcription activity* However, there is some good evidence

that during the cell cycle the nucleolus establishes a steady special

relationship with some we 11-idencIfied chromosomes:

Different chromosomal regions bearing nucleolar organizers

are close to one another due to heterochromatin, and the acrocen-

tric chromosomes D ( 13 to 15 ), and C < 21 and 22 } -according to

the Denver classification- are frequently observed to be in the

proximity of some non-acrocentric chromosomes ( 1 , 2 and lS)(Yunis&Yasmlneh,

1971 ).

One physiologic reason for chromosome 1 ( abbreviated as CHI )

to H e close to the nucleolus during most of the cell cycle is that

it contains the RN5S locus { i.e. SS-rRNA ) in the region Iq42-lq43

( having adopted the Paris nomenclature ), which does not H e ij\

the nucleolus, but as we have now seen lies around It- In Its proximity -

this steady physical relationship between the nucleolus and

CHI Is an important link in the molecular pathway that we are

modelling.

Euchromattzation of the micleolar organizers, driven by higher

levels of hormones in the present case, Is known to Increase the

levels of proteins normally expressed. This 1$ Illustrated by experiments

(Allfrey et a^, 1978) in which Physarum was shown to have

nueleoli expressing subsets of nonhlstone proteins with preferential

affinity for the rDNA cistrons on the acrocentric chromosomes. It

is therefore likely that the next step In the molecular HR pathway,

is that newly synthesized proteins,that the higher levels of hormones

have Induced, may be localized Ut and around the nucleolus

Evidence of heterochromatizatlon of previously dichromatic regions
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of chromosomes has been documented in Drosophila genes (Newrock

et al, 1978 ). H e assume that the next step in the molecular path-

way is that the newly synthesized nucleoUr proteins start playing

an active role In the neighbourhood of the nucleolus, inducing

heterochromatlzatton of the chromosomes that are constrained around

the nucteotus, such as CHI; in otherwerds, some genes normally ex-

pressed In CHI, CH2, and CH18 wilt Inevitably be abnormally Bynthe-

zlsed. Abnormal synthesis though of some loci of these chromosomes

raay have disastrous effects on the development of the CNS.

Anomalous expression of trophic factors have been shown to

result in the dysfunction, or even death, of specific neuronal

populations which occur in disorders of the CNS( Appel, 1981 }. This

Is supported by a study of chollne acetyltransferase activity in

strlatum of neonatal rats, in which it was verified that such activity

is Increased by the NGF (Mobley_et al_, 1985). The active subunit

of the NCF ( NCFB ) is known to be active in the CNS, Including

the cerebral cortex ( M a r x > t986i Large et_ a|, 1986 ), and its gene lies

on CHI ( Ip22-1 to distal Ip21 ) ( Vogel & Hotulsky, 1986b ).

To sum up, the molecular pathway that the excessive T

activity triggerd off may lead to heterochromatizatlon of certain

regions of CHI, including the NGFB locus. The ensuing scarcity

of NCF gives rise to the thin neurons of the primary motor cortex

( area 4 in Brodmann's classification ), which are characterized

by poorly devetoped dendritic arbors, especially noticeable In the

basal dendrites of pyramidal neurons. This has been clearly

observed in the post-mortem biopsies of trlsomic-21 individuals

( Down's syndrome ), and on trisomlc 13 patients ( Patau's

•yndrame) ( Harln-Padilla, 1972; 197* ). In both of these cases

layer V of area 4 was examined.
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The aetiology of MR in normal karyotype Individuals remains

22
unknown . The MR molecular pathway points Co altered thyroid

function as a possible aetiological factor! since poor arbors of

pyramidal cells in area 4 of the cerebral cortex has been observed (Purpura,

1974); this application of the modelled pathway is a first

indication of its potential use. This motivates its application

in a different psychiatric disorder ( SD ), whose aetiology is

also unknown.

2. SD is also characterized by an apparent failure in the growth

of dendritic trees, and perhaps even by a regression of the den -

dritic trees themselves, although in at least one region of

the aging human brain growth of dendrites prevails over regression (Buell h
Coleinan, 1979 ).

We consider hyoertherniia to be a possible trleeer for the

§D pathway for at least two reasons:

-Temperature has a remarkable effect on the normal development

of the brain. This is best illustrated with the clinical obser-

vation that for maternal temperatures greater than 38.9 C, occurring

during embryonic days 21 to 28 ( E21 to E28 ), there may occur a

24
variety of neural tube defects, Including : microcephaly ( usually

associated with MR ), and anencephaly ( Lindquist, 1986 ).

In mammalian cells hyperthermIa induces heat-shock proteins

( hsps ) of 110 kDa ( abbreviated as hspllO ), which are revealed

to be localized iji and around the nucleoli and are constituents of

normal cells ( Subjeck eit al̂ , 1983 ).
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On the other hand, since cortex neurons in aged humans are

clearly postmitotic, a prolonged heat stress ( arising from a fever,

for Instance ) may Induce high levels of nucleolar hsps, such as

hspllO. However) from the given spacial relationship between the

nucleolus and certain non-acrocentric chromosomes, the abundance

of hsps may have the following consequences;

(a) Heterochromatlzation in CHI, with the consequence oE silencing

partially, or totally the NGFB locus.

(b) Repression of the transcription of previously active genes.

Both (a) and (b) have solid experimental support. Profound changes are

observed(Kandel&Schwartz, 1985 ) in the dendrites of neurons of patients suf-

fering from SO, which according to the pathway may be due to (a).

Further, it is well established that when cells are heat-shocked,

the transcription of pre-existing messages are repressed , con-

firming (b) < Jamrlch et_ al_, 1977 ).

Heat shocks at earlier stages of development will presumably

have similar structural effects, but prior to the normal, yet

remarkable massive neuron death typical of old age, such effects on

the dendritic arbors may not lead to dementia although, in some

extreme cases, presentle dementia may occur.

To conclude, we underline the fact that the pathogenesis of

certain psychiatric disorders remains unknown. The models for the

above molecular pathways suggest different pathogenic factors for

MR ( i.e. the supply of higher hormonal levels during the prenatal

stages of development ), and for SD ( I.e. hyperthermla In advanced

postnatal stages of development ), an understanding of which may

be useful in eventually being able to Influence these disorders

of the mind.
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